
BABYCO FLAIR HIGHCHAIR

Parts

1. Seat angle adjustment lever 8. Five point harness
2. Harness anchorage holes 9. Tray
3. Seat cover retention hooks 10. Tray adjustment lever
4. Seat height adjustment 11. Seat adjustment column
5. Frame folding buttons 12. Foot rest adjustment
6. Tray hooks 13. Foot rest
7. Wheels                                                14. Legs

Assembly and use

Opening and Seat Height

1. Carefully remove from the box holding by the seat height
adjustment handles. Safely dispose of plastic bags.
2. Pulling the seat levers, hold down the legs to adjust the seat
height. There are 7 height settings. Release the levers and check
the seat is locked into position. Pressing the side buttons, open
the highchair.

Installing Tray

1. To fit the tray, pull the central lever underneath it towards you
while at the same time pushing it all the way into the armrests
(See Arrow)
2. To extend or remove the tray, pull the central lever underneath
it towards you. Adjust the tray to the desired position. To remove
the tray, pull the central lever and pull the tray towards you until
removed.
3. Tray can be stored on brackets provided on the rear legs.
4. The highchair has a double tray. The top tray can be easily
washed with non-abrasive detergent.



Footrest

1. The footrest can be set in 3 positions. It can be lifted to the
desired position. To lower, press the buttons and lower the
footrest.

Harness

1. To close, insert the 2 waist straps with shoulder straps attached
into the sides of the crotch buckle until you hear it “click”.
2. To release, press the centre button and the latches will
automatically pop out.
3. The harness has 2 height options. To adjust the shoulder straps,
push the strap through the slot in the seat back and the seat cover
and insert through the other slot.
4. ALWAYS HAVE BABY STRAPPED IN WHEN IN THE HIGHCHAIR.

Recline

1. When used as a recliner, this product is designed for
children from birth up to a weight of 9kg
2. Do not use the recliner once your child can sit unaided
3. This cradle is not intended for prolonged periods of sleep.
It should be used as a substitute for a cot.
4. Danger of strangulation. Never leave the child in the
recliner if the harness is loose or undone.

WARNING

- Follow the manufacturer’s instructions.
- Do not leave child unattended.
- Always check harness is correctly fitted.
- Do not use the highchair unless all components are correctly
fitted & adjusted.
- Be aware of the risk of fire & other sources of heat, such as
heaters, gas fires in the vicinity.
- Do not use the highchair until the child can sit unaided.
- Do not use the highchair if any part is broken, torn, or missing.
- Position the highchair away from solid structures & benches to
avoid injuries caused by falls or access to dangerous items.
- Use the highchair on a flat, even surface. Do not elevate the
Highchair on any structure or table. .
- Always use the restraints In either the upright or reclining
position to prevent falls or the child sliding out.
- The tray is not designed to hold the child in the chair.
- It is recommended the highchair be used in the upright position
if the child is capable of sitting upright unassisted.
- It is suitable for children 6 – 36mths.
- The highchair should open/close easily. Do not use force.
- Regularly check all parts for wear & tear.
- Do not let baby climb, play, or hang on the highchair.
- To avoid danger of suffocation, remove plastic cover before
using the highchair.
- To avoid injury, keep children away when opening & closing the
highchair.

Maintenance

- Before use, check highchair for lose, broken, or torn parts.
- Always keep the seat cover clean.
- Keep the wheels clean to avoid them jamming.
- Protect from weather. Bright sunlight can cause discolouring
over time. Exposure to water can cause rust on the metal parts.
- Clean the highchair periodically with a damp cloth.
- Lubricate moving parts and keep them free of dust to ensure
smooth operation of the highchair.

Description Highchair Specification 82x55x120cm
Part No QTY 1 Set
Model Flair Material Steel,PP,PU
G.W 10 kgs Standard EN1 4988 2017
N.W 8 kgs Age 6-36 Months

THE BABY FACTORY NZ Ltd
58 Stonedon Dr
East Tamaki. Auckland. 2013
New Zealand
www.babyfactory.co.nz

Made in China


